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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

The Public Interest Resource Center, or PIRC, was established as a liaison group between the major anti-nuclear groups formed in Central Pennsylvania. Their goal was to coordinate all efforts against TMI: legal actions, protests, and financial actions. Member organizations contributed funding and personnel while receiving information and coordination of services. This was to promote strength in numbers and to stop harmful overlapping of individual and group efforts.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The Public Interest Resource Center Collection consists of various papers, newsletters, court dockets, and publications which were housed by PIRC in an effort to organize all efforts against the restart of Three Mile Island. The collection is divided into nine series: Correspondence, General Business, Committees, Organizations, Legal/Judicial Papers, Miscellaneous Printed Materials, Scholarly Papers and Official Studies, Journal and Magazine Articles, and Artifacts. The first three series, Correspondence, General Business, and Committees, contain the papers regarding the business of PIRC itself, and not the various organizations that it helped to coordinate. These series simply deal with the daily tasks of PIRC. Series 4 - Organizations contains the papers of the various anti-nuclear organizations that were housed by PIRC in their effort to maintain a more organized movement. Series 5 - Legal/Judicial Papers contains documents relating to court cases that resulted from the accident at TMI. Series 6 - Miscellaneous Printed Materials consists of all printed materials not immediately identifiable as belonging to or produced by any group listed in any previous series. Series 7 - Scholarly Papers and Official Studies and Series 8 - Journal and Magazine Articles contain various printed items that do not correspond with any particular organization. Finally, Series 9 - Artifacts contains a t-shirt from the “Stop the Restart” campaign, which members of PIRC organized. A more detailed description of each series appears before its inventory.
COLLECTION INVENTORY

SERIES 1 - CORRESPONDENCE

The Correspondence series contains letters written by and to various persons. This series is divided into Public Interest Resource Center and General. Public Interest Resource Center Correspondence contains the letters written by or sent to the general organization, PIRC. General Correspondence contains letters sent to or received by specific people who made up the leadership of PIRC. Also included under this section are letters of Governor Richard Thornburgh concerning his efforts in the case against Three Mile Island. All letters are organized by the last name of the important party, and then into letters sent and received by date with undated letters coming first.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 1 - TMI-PIRC

CORRESPONDENCE
PUBLIC INTEREST RESOURCE CENTER
Folder 01) Letters sent - undated
Folder 02) Letters sent - 1980-1986
Folder 03) Letters received - 1979-1982
Folder 04) Letters received - 1983-1985
Folder 05) Miscellaneous letters - 1979-1984
Folder 06) Memoranda - 1980-1984

GENERAL
Folder 08) Doroshaw, Joanne - 1979-1989
Folder 09) Epstein, Eric - 1985
Folder 10) Hess, Beverly - 1980-1984
Folder 11) King, Randy - 1981-1984
Folder 13) Meredith, Mary - 1980
Folder 14) Parson, Pam - 1982
Folder 15) Sholly, Steven - 1980-1981
Folder 16) Thornburgh, Governor Richard
   Letters sent - 1979-1985
   Letters received - 1979-1985

SERIES 2 - GENERAL BUSINESS

The General Business series contains all materials pertaining to the daily business of the Public Interest Resource Center. Any materials concerning a specific organization housed under the name PIRC can be found in that organization’s series. This series is divided into six sub-series: Ephemera, Printed Materials, Reports, Safe Energy Network, Senior Community Service Program, and Miscellaneous Materials. The Ephemera sub-series contains three items: two pins
and a bumper sticker. The Printed Materials sub-series contains press releases, statements, propaganda sheets, proposals, and copies of the PIRC publication, *The PIRC Report*. The Reports sub-series consists of various reports written by a member of PIRC or for PIRC’s use in their campaign against Three Mile Island. The reports are organized in alphabetical order by author, and those with an unidentified author come first. The project, Safe Energy Network, was started by the PIRC to pool the efforts of the many safe energy organizations in order to get their message out to the public in a more organized manner. The Safe Energy Network sub-series contains papers concerning the operation of that initiative. The Senior Community Service Program was started by members of PIRC in an effort to involve interested senior citizens in the efforts to fight against nuclear power. The Senior Community Service Program sub-series contains the papers relating to that initiative such as evaluation sheets, agendas, and a commitment statement. Finally, the Miscellaneous Materials sub-series contains materials such as petitions, resumes, and mailing lists pertaining to the business of the PIRC, which could not be placed under another category.

### SERIES INVENTORY

#### BOX 1 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

**GENERAL BUSINESS**

**EPHEMERA**

Folder 17) Solar Lobby pin  
Non-Nuclear pin  
Anti-nuclear bumper sticker

**PRINTED MATERIALS**

Folder 19) Statements and testimonies  
Fact sheets  
Folder 20) Propaganda sheets  
Folder 21) Outreach proposals  
Folder 22) *The PIRC Report* - 1980-1985

**REPORTS**

Unidentified authors  
Folder 23) “Analysis: Ratepayers Should Not Be Charged for the Cleanup of TMI-2”  
“A Rationale: No Ratepayer Contribution to TMI Unit II Cleanup”  
“Interlocking Directorates and General Public Utilities”  
“Meeting Facilitation - The No Magic Method”  
“Setting Up a Corporation - Some Thoughts and Suggestions on What’s Involved”  
“Strategy Development and Establishment of Goals”  
“We Will Not Forget the Lessons Learned”
GENERAL BUSINESS (cont.)
REPORTS (cont.)
Brooks, Steve
Folder 24) PIRC Reference Book, Part I
Folder 25) PIRC Reference Book, Part II
Prescott, Billie
Folder 26) Report of the Box Huckleberry Alliance
Thomas, John Adam
Folder 27) Processed Water Disposal System Control Plan

SAFE ENERGY NETWORK
Folder 28) Special events packet
Job descriptions
Budget
Pamphlets
Newsletter
Folder 29) Contribution lists

SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM
Folder 30) Evaluation sheets
Agenda
Commitment statement
Forms

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS
Folder 31) Petitions
Folder 32) Resumes
Folder 33) Job descriptions
Folder 34) Employee benefit information
Folder 35) Anniversary planning and flyers
Folder 36) Forms
Folder 37) Handwritten notes
Maps
Contracts
Folder 38) Member lists
Folder 39) Mailing lists
Folder 40) Volunteer data sheets
Donor lists
Folder 41) Instructional worksheets
By-laws of PIRC
Copy of Property Damage Insurance Policy for Jersey Central Power and Light
SERIES 3 - COMMITTEES

The Committees series consists of nine of the committees into which the PIRC organization was divided: Board of PIRC, Events Committee, Financial Committee, Health Issues Committee, Lobbying Committee, Media Committee, Personnel Committee, Steering Committee, and Stop the Restart Campaign Committee. Each sub-series contains the materials relating to the specific committee. Information on the other committees and organizations which housed their papers within the PIRC can be found in Series 4 - Organizations in this collection.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 1 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

COMMITTEES
BOARD OF PIRC
Folder 42) Meeting agendas - 1980-1982

BOX 2 - TMI-PIRC

COMMITTEES (cont.)
BOARD OF PIRC (cont.)
Folder 01) Meeting agendas - 1981-1984
Folder 02) Meeting minutes - 1979-1981
Folder 03) Meeting minutes - 1982-1984
Folder 04) Calendar sheets
   Backgrounder
   Miscellaneous proposals

EVENTS COMMITTEE
Folder 05) Correspondence
   Proposals and schedules
   Handwritten notes

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE
Folder 06) Account records - 1980-1984
Folder 07) Treasurer’s reports - 1984-1985
   Financial reports - 1980-1984
   Emergency budget plans - 1984
Folder 08) Summaries of receipts and expenditures - 1980-1987
   Invoices
   Financial statements
Folder 09) Annual budget - 1980-1983
   Line item budget summaries
Folder 10) Funding proposals
Folder 11) Utility bills
BOX 2 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

COMMITTEES (cont.)

HEALTH ISSUES COMMITTEE
Folder 12)  
Correspondence - 1983-1984  
Meeting agendas - 1983  
Meeting minutes - 1983-1984  
Press releases - 1984-1985  
Reports

LOBBYING COMMITTEE
Folder 13)  
Meeting agendas - 1981  
Lobbying proposals  
Newsletters  
Map of PA House of Representatives Districts
Folder 14)  
Composite listing of House of Representatives Districts  
Lists of government leaders

MEDIA COMMITTEE
Folder 15)  
Meeting agendas - 1981  
Meeting minutes - 1983  
Proposals and schedules  
Media Relations Guide

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE
Folder 16)  
Correspondence
Folder 17)  
Job descriptions  
Personnel policies and staff evaluations
Folder 18)  
Resumes - 1980-1983

STEERING COMMITTEE
Folder 19)  
Correspondence - 1982-1983  
Meeting minutes - 1982

STOP THE RESTART CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
Folder 20)  
Correspondence
Folder 21)  
Financial papers  
Legal papers
Folder 22)  
Information sheets  
Phone and time logs
Folder 23)  
Contact sheets
Folder 24)  
Pledge program lists
Folder 25)  
Pledge program lists
Folder 26)  
Press releases  
Newsletters  
Reports
Folder 27)  
Ephemera
BOX 2 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

COMMITTEES (cont.)
STOP THE RESTART CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE (cont.)
Folder 28) Miscellaneous papers

SERIES 4 - ORGANIZATIONS

The Organizations series contains the materials of various anti-nuclear organizations that were housed by PIRC, but run independently. The organizations are listed in alphabetical order, with significant types of materials listed under the organization name. Organizations which had only a few papers are housed in the last two folders of this series under Miscellaneous Organizations, and are simply listed alphabetically.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 2 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

ORGANIZATIONS

BIPARTISAN COMMITTEE TO VOTE NO
Folder 29) Correspondence - undated-1982
Press releases
TMI Referendum newsletter
News clippings and flyers
Committee guidelines

CITIZENS’ UTILITY BOARD
Folder 30) Correspondence
State of Wisconsin Assembly Bill - 1979
Reports

COMMITTEE FOR NUCLEAR RESPONSIBILITY
Folder 31) Correspondence - 1985
Newsletters - 1985
Report

CRITICAL MASS ENERGY PROJECT
Folder 32) Correspondence - 1979-1985
Press Releases
Statements
Reports
Folder 33) Pamphlets
Critical Mass Bulletin
Newspapers
Legal briefs
BOX 2 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

ORGANIZATIONS (cont.)
CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESS (CWIP)
Folder 34) Correspondence
  Senate Bill No. 1366
  Press Releases and news articles
  Reports and petitions
  CWIP paper hat

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION FOUNDATION
Folder 35) Correspondence - 1981
  Testimonies
  1982 Annual Report
  *Environmental Action Magazine*
Folder 36) *Econotes*
  *The Powerline*
Folder 37) Nuclear/Utility Economics Reader, Part I
Folder 38) Nuclear/Utility Economics Reader, Part II

ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION ON NUCLEAR POWER (ECNP)
Folder 39) Correspondence - 1979-1984
  Background information
  Flyers
Folder 40) *News from ECNP* newsletter - 1978-1980
Folder 41) *News from ECNP* newsletter - 1981-1984
Folder 42) Legal papers

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY CENTER
Folder 43) Correspondence - 1981
  Statements
  Radiation alert fact sheet
  Newsletters

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
Folder 44) Correspondence 1985

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)
Folder 45) Correspondence - 1980-1983
  Press releases
  Monthly List of GAO Reports - 1982
BOX 3 - TMI-PIRC

ORGANIZATIONS (cont.)
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (cont.)
Folder 01) Report to the Congress - 1980
Folder 02) Report to the Congress - 1981-1982
Folder 03) Report to the Congress - 1984

MARCH 28 COALITION
Folder 04) Correspondence - 1980-1983
Meeting agendas - 1982
Meeting minutes - 1979-1980
Proposals and movement information
Folder 05) Fact sheets and speaker biographies
Press releases
Public service announcements
Affidavit and Points of Agreement
Folder 06) Mailing lists and member sheets
Insurance binder
Receipts and budget sheets
Folder 07) Speeches
Flow chart and diagrams
Stickers
Armband

MOBILIZATION FOR SURVIVAL
Folder 08) Correspondence - 1979-1984
Press releases and Newsletters
Reports
Calendar of Events
Questionnaires
Advertisements
Folder 09) The Mobilizer - 1980-1984

NEWBERRY TOWNSHIP STEERING COMMITTEE
Folder 10) Correspondence - 1979-1980
Meeting minutes - 1979
Reports and case studies
Citizen testimonies
Fact sheets
Folder 11) Legal papers

NEW YORK PUBLIC INTEREST RESOURCE CENTER
Folder 12) Reports
Pamphlets
ORGANIZATIONS (cont.)

PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Folder 13) Correspondence
          Meeting notices

PUBLIC CITIZEN
Folder 14) Newsletters
          Press releases
          1984 Nuclear Power Safety Report
          Congressional Voting Index
          The Public Citizen - 1979-1984
          People and Taxes - 1980
          The Congress Watcher - Nov./Dec. 1980

SAFE ENERGY COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL
Folder 15) Correspondence - 1981-1982
          Press releases and newsletters
          Media Blitz newspaper - Jan. 1980
          Reports
          Questionnaires and advertisements

SIERRA CLUB
Folder 16) Correspondence
          Statements and testimonies
          Press releases
          Radioactive waste fact sheets and organizing aid
          Resolutions
Folder 17) Sierra Club newsletter
          Pinchot Papers - 1982-1984
          Legal papers

THREE MILE ISLAND ALERT (TMIA)
Folder 18) Correspondence - 1982-1989
          Petitions and legal papers
          Reports
          Handwritten notes

TMI LEGAL FUND
Folder 20) Correspondence - 1980-1981
          Funding analysis
          Financial statement

UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS (UCS)
Folder 21) Correspondence - 1985
          Report
BOX 3 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

ORGANIZATIONS (cont.)

UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS (cont.)
Folder 21) Legal petitions
Nucleus - 1982-1984

MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Folder 22) Campaign for Political Rights
Center for the Study of Responsive Law
Chesapeake Bay Foundation
Citizen/Labor Energy Coalition
Citizens Against a Radioactive Environment
Citizens’ Task Force
Coalition for a Non-Nuclear World
Committee for a Moratorium on Nuclear Power
Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists
Environmental Defense Fund
Floridians United for Safe Energy
Friends of the Earth
The Fund for Secure Energy

Folder 23) Lehigh-Pocono Committee of Concern
Limerick Ecology Action
May 6th Action
NAIC Philadelphia
National Insurance Consumer Organization
PANE
Pennsylvania Utility Law Project
Philadelphia Anti-Nuclear Coalition
Safe Energy Coalition
Sunnyside Alliance
Susquehanna Environmental Advocates
World Information Service Energy

SERIES 5 - LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS

Legal/Judicial Papers contains documents relating to the court cases that resulted from
the accident at Three Mile Island. The series is divided into seven sub-series according to the
specific docket number: Docket No. 50-320, NRC vs. GPU (TMI Unit 2), Docket No. 85-3283,
John J. Shumaker, et.al. vs. NRC and GPU Corporation, Docket No. 50-289OLA, NRC vs. GPU
(TMI Unit 1), Docket No. 50-289EW, NRC vs. Edward Wallace, Docket No. 89-290,
Commonwealth of PA vs. NRC, Docket No. 85-1095, Norman and Marjorie Aamodt vs. NRC
and GPU Corporation, and Docket No. 83-3454, TMIA vs. NRC. The papers in each sub-series
are then arranged in chronological order with undated documents coming first. The
Miscellaneous sub-series contains status reports, legal reviews and petitions, and resolutions,
which could not be placed with a particular case.
SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 3 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS

DOCKET NO. 50-320, NRC vs. GPU (TMI Unit 2)

Folder 24) Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of TMI Unit 2 - undated
Notice of Appearance - Sep. 3, 1987
Request for additions to the ASLB Service List - Sep. 29, 1987
NRC’s release of documents to the ASLB - Oct. 1, 1987
Memorandum and Order (Regarding Interest of Petitioners) - Oct. 1, 1987
Order (Scheduling Special Prehearing Conference) - Nov. 3, 1987
Order - Dec. 3, 1987
Memorandum and Order (Memorializing Special Prehearing Conference; Ruling on Contentions; Scheduling) - Jan. 5, 1988
Memorandum and Order (Partially Granting SVA/TMIA Motion for Extension) - Feb. 17, 1988
NRC Staff Response to Supplemental Interrogatories from TMIA/SVA - Apr. 4, 1988
Licensee’s Answer to Intervenors’ Motion for an Order on Production of Information on Disposal System Installation and Testing - Apr. 7, 1988
Additional information re: Granting Joint Intervenors’ Motion to Compel - Apr. 13, 1988
Order (Directing Licensee’s Compliance) - Apr. 26, 1988
Memorandum (Memorializing Conference Call) - May 12, 1988
Erratum to Licensee’s Motion for Summary Disposition of Contentions 4b, 4c, and 4d - May 12, 1988
Mailing confirmation - May 12, 1988
Notice of Reconstitution of Board - Jul. 29, 1988
Corium Jet Assessment for Evaluation of SER - Aug. 11, 1988

Folder 25) Request for Exemption from 10 CFR 55.57 Requiring a Requalification Audit Exam for Operator Licenses - Aug. 29, 1988
TMI Unit 2 Approval of Exemptions from 10 CFR 55.59 - Aug. 31, 1988
Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact – Exemptions from Requirements of 10 CFR Part 55 - Sep. 20, 1988
BOX 3 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)
DOCKET NO. 50-320 (cont.)

Folder 26) SVA/TMIA’s Motion to Submit Witness’s Testimony as Evidence Without Cross-Examination at Hearings in Lancaster - Oct. 4, 1988
SVA/TMIA’s Motion for Reconsideration of that Part of Judge’s Order (9-27-88) Related to Limited Appearance by the Public - Oct. 4, 1988
Notification of Parties as to the Subject Matter of Dr. Richard Piccioni’s Testimony - Oct. 4, 1988
Approval of Exemptions from 10 CFR 55 - Oct. 6, 1988
Licensee’s Testimony of William W. Weaver on Accident Risks - Oct. 11, 1988
Licensee’s Testimony of James E. Tarpinian on Occupational Dose Assessments - Oct. 11, 1988
Licensee’s Testimony of Dr. Gary G. Baker and William J. Cooper on Dose Assessments and Microorganisms - Oct. 11, 1988
Licensee’s Testimony of Kerry L. Harner and Dr. Kenneth J. Hofstetter on Sampling - Oct. 11, 1988

Folder 27) Licensee’s Testimony of Dr. John A. Auxier and Dr. Jacob I. Fabrikant on the Health Effects of Tritium - Oct. 11, 1988

Folder 28) Certificate of Service - Oct. 11, 1988
Testimony of Linda F. Munson - Oct. 17, 1988
Minutes of Conference Call of October 14, 1988 - Oct. 18, 1988
TMI-2 Temporary Exemption from the Schedular Requirements of the Property Insurance Rule - Oct. 19, 1988
NRC Staff Decline of Rebuttal - Oct. 24, 1988
Licensee’s Discovery of Inconsistency in Dose Calculations - Oct. 25, 1988
TMI-2 Temporary Exemption from the Schedular Requirements of the Property Insurance Rule - Nov. 15, 1988
TMI-2 Lower Core Support and Lower Head Defueling - Dec. 1, 1988
Licensee’s Proposed Transcript Corrections - Dec. 8, 1988
Licensee’s Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in the Form of a Proposed Initial Decision - Dec. 8, 1988
Joint Intervenors’ Motion for Extension of Time to File Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law - Dec. 12, 1988
Licensee’s Answer to Joint Intervenors’ Motion for Extension of Time - Dec. 14, 1988
BOX 3 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)
DOCKET NO. 50-320 (cont.)

Folder 29)  NRC Staff Response to Joint Intervenors’ Motion for Extension of Time - Dec. 15, 1988
            Service List - Dec. 16, 1988
            Notice for Extension of Time - Dec. 19, 1989
            Licensee’s Response to SVA/TMIA - Dec. 23, 1988

Folder 30)  ASLBP No. 87-554-OLA - Jan. 19, 1989
            Final Initial Decision report - Feb. 2, 1989

Folder 31)  Notice of Appointment of Adjudicatory Employee - Feb. 15, 1989
            Reconstitution of Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board - Mar. 2, 1989
            Licensee’s Answer Opposing Joint Intervenors’ Motion for a Stay - Mar. 8, 1989
            NRC Staff Response in Opposition to the Application for Stay Filed by Joint Intervenors - Mar. 8, 1989
            SVA/TMIA Motion for Extension of Time to File a Brief in Support of Request for an Appeal - Mar. 11, 1989
            Order - Mar. 22, 1989
            Correction Notice - Mar. 23, 1989
            Memorandum and Order - Apr. 4, 1989
            Issuance of Amendment (TAC No. 67858) - Apr. 12, 1989
            Order CLI-89-05 - Apr. 13, 1989

Folder 32)  Licensee’s Brief in Reply to Joint Intervenors’ Appeal from the Final Initial Decision - May 12, 1989

Folder 33)  Appeal Board Decision ALAB-914 Memorandum - May 17, 1989
            NRC Staff Response to Appeal by Joint Intervenors SVA/TMIA - May 22, 1989
            Petition for Review - Jun. 9, 1989
            Order - Jun. 14, 1989
            Presentation of Argument - Jul. 7, 1989
            Service List - Jul. 7, 1989
            Certificate of Service - Jul. 18, 1989
            ASLBP No. 87-554-OLA - Jul. 20, 1989

Folder 34)  Copy of granted order for appeal by U.S. Court of Appeals - Aug. 4, 1989
            Service List - Aug. 11, 1989
BOX 3 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)
DOCKET NO. 50-320 (cont.)

Folder 34) Transmittal of Environmental Assessment - Aug. 30, 1989
Issuance of Amendment (TAC No. 62068) and Approval of the TER on Processed Water Disposal System (TAC No. 71119) - Sep. 11, 1989
Order - Sep. 13, 1989
NRC Staff Response to Appeal Board Order - Sep. 29, 1989

Joint Intervenors’ Response to NRC Staff’s Response to Appeal Board Order - Oct. 20, 1989
Licensee’s Response to the NRC Staff’s September 29, 1989 Response to Appeal Board Order - Oct. 20, 1989
Disposal of Accident Generated Water - Oct. 24, 1989
Copies of requested information from the NRC - Oct. 26, 1989
Request for copies of Evaluation Reports - Nov. 2, 1989
Safety Evaluation Report for the Use of the Polar Crane Auxiliary Hook - Nov. 27, 1989
Reactor Vessel Lower Head Sampling Safety Evaluation Report - Nov. 28, 1989
Request for Additional Information for Evaluation - Dec. 12, 1989

Folder 36) TMI Issuance of Amendment (TAC No. 69229) - Jan. 26, 1990
Certificate of Service - Mar. 2, 1990
TMI-2 Mode Changes (TAC No. 74532) - Apr. 26, 1990
Request for Additional Information for Evaluation - Aug. 6, 1990

BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)
DOCKET NO. 50-320 (cont.)

Folder 01) TMI-2 Issuance of Amendment 40 (TAC No. 37781) - Mar. 6, 1991
Proposed Possession Only License, Proposed Technical Specifications, and Supporting Safety Evaluation for Post Defueling Monitored Storage at TMI Unit 2 - Feb. 20, 1992

Folder 02) TMI-2 Issuance of Amendment No. 43 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-73 - May 26, 1993
Recovery Operations Plan Change Request No. 46 - May 26, 1993
TMI-2 Reactor Vessel Criticality Safety Analysis - Jul. 6, 1993
TMI-2 Issuance of Amendment No. 44 - Jul. 12, 1993
BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)

DOCKET NO. 50-320 (cont.)
Folder 02) Review of the May 28, 1993 Request to Revise the TMI-2 PDMS Requirements and Commitments - Aug. 5, 1993
TMI-2 Daily Highlight - Aug. 13, 1993

DOCKET NO. 85-3283, John J. Shumaker, et. al. vs. NRC and GPU Corporation
Folder 03) Petition to Review Order of NRC - Oct. 21, 1985
Volume IX (Supplement) on Petition to Review Order of NRC - Nov. 5, 1985
Volume X (Supplement) on Petition to Review Order of NRC - Dec. 23, 1985

DOCKET NO. 50-2890LA, NRC vs. GPU (TMI Unit 1)
Folder 04) Inspection 50-289/85-19 - Jul. 18, 1985
Notice of Hearing - Sep. 6, 1985
TMIA’s Request for Leave to Intervene in the Hearing Granted
Charles Husted - Oct. 20, 1985
Memorandum and Order - Dec. 6, 1985
Licensee’s Answer to Request for Hearing by TMIA - Jan. 7, 1986
Establishment of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board - Jan. 13, 1986
Folder 05) Information regarding Change Request 148 - Feb. 3, 1986
Order CLI-86-02 - Feb. 6, 1986
TMIA’s Supplement to Petition for Leave of Absence - Feb. 12, 1986
TMIA’s Amendment to Petition for Leave to Intervene - Feb. 24, 1986
Report and Order on Initial Prehearing Conference - Feb. 27, 1986
TMIA’s Formal Demand for Adjudicatory Hearing - Mar. 10, 1986
TMIA’s Motion to Broaden Hearing Scope - Mar. 10, 1986
Amendment No. 114 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-50 - Mar. 14, 1986
Amendment No. 115 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-50 - Mar. 17, 1986
Aircrash Probability Analysis - Mar. 18, 1986
Order - Mar. 21, 1986
TMI-1 Physical Security Plan, Revision 20 - Mar. 24, 1986
BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)

DOCKET NO. 50-289OLA (cont.)

Folder 05) Ruling on Staff Objections to Prehearing Order - Mar. 26, 1986
Emergency Planning for TMI-1 - Apr. 9, 1986
TMI-1 Facility Implementations - May 2, 1986
Laboratory Analysis of TMI-1 OTSG Tubes - May 2, 1986
Amendment No. 117 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-50 - May 6, 1986
TMI-1 Surveillance Capsule Testing - May 8, 1986
NRC Staff Response to Licensee’s Motion for Reconsideration of May 19, 1986
Motion for Reconsideration of May 19, 1986 - May 23, 1986
Memorandum and Order - Jun. 9, 1986
Fluence Projections Per 10 CFR 50.61 - Jun. 20, 1986
Emergency Response Capability (ERF Appraisal) - Jun. 23, 1986
Inspection 50-289/85-12 - Jun. 26, 1986
Motion for Deferral of Hearing Schedule - Jul. 22, 1986
Notice of Change of Address - Sep. 17, 1986
Certificates of Service - Sep. 22, 1986

Folder 06) Early Emergency Responders Workshop - Oct. 8, 1986
Inspection 50-89/86-13 - Oct. 9, 1986
Change Request 148 - Oct. 29, 1986
List of Contractors of NRC - Oct. 31, 1986
Fire Protection Safe Shutdown Inspection - Dec. 5, 1986
TMI-1 Regulatory Effectiveness Review - Jan. 5, 1987
Licensee’s Motion for Termination of Proceedings - Feb. 10, 1987
Amendment No. 128 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-50 - May 13, 1987
Decision - Feb. 23, 1988

DOCKET NO. 50-289EW, NRC vs. Edward Wallace
Folder 07) Certificate of Service - undated
Commission Advisory Opinion and Notice of Hearing - Jun. 18, 1986
NRC Staff Answer to Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Petition to Participate as an Interested State - Jul. 17, 1986
Letter of Notice from the Counsel for NRC Staff - Jul. 17, 1986
Order Terminating Proceeding and Removing Notification Requirements as to Edward Wallace - Aug. 20, 1986
LEGAL/JUDICIAL PAPERS (cont.)

DOCKET NO. 89-290, Commonwealth of PA vs. NRC
Folder 08) Petition for Review - Apr. 25, 1985
Conclusion - Jun. 24, 1985
Pre-hearing Order No. 1 - Sep. 6, 1989
Motion to Dismiss Petition for Supersedeas - Oct. 17, 1989
Affidavit of Michael B. Roche - Oct. 31, 1989

DOCKET NO. 85-1095, Norman and Marjorie Aamodt vs. NRC and GPU Corporation
Folder 09) Brief of Respondents MetEd et.al. in Opposition to Certiorari -
Jan. 22, 1986
Petition for Rehearing - May 2, 1986

DOCKET NO. 83-3454, TMIA vs. NRC
Folder 10) Brief of Appellant - Dec. 3, 1983
Appellant’s Reply Brief - Feb. 13, 1984

MISCELLANEOUS
Folder 11) Status Reports
Legal reviews and petitions
Resolutions

SERIES 6 - MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS

Included in the Miscellaneous Printed Materials series are all printed materials not
immediately identifiable as belonging to or produced by any group listed above in any previous
series. The Miscellaneous Printed Materials series is divided into eight sub-series: General
Papers, Book Excerpts, Newsletters, Newspaper Articles, Pamphlets, Press Releases,
Publications, and Statements. The Newspaper Articles, Press Releases, and Statements sub-
series’ are arranged chronologically with undated items coming first, and the General Papers,
Book Excerpts, Newsletters, Pamphlets, and Publications sub-series’ are arranged alphabetically.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS

GENERAL PAPERS
Folder 12) Andy Maguire’s Volunteer Canvassing Guide
“The Five Per-Cent Solution”
The Fundraising Game
“Mary and Us”
A Nonviolent Action Manual by William Moyer
Organizer’s Guide to the Nuclear House Meeting Campaign
BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS (cont.)

GENERAL PAPERS (cont.)
Folder 13) TMI Units 1 and 2 Status Reports - 1987-1989

BOOK EXCERPTS
                     Community Development in America. James A. Christenson and Jerry W. Robinson, Jr., eds. Pgs. 73-95
                     Democratic Party Guide. Pgs. 2-26
                     How to Build Membership. Pgs. 29-58
                     Through the Wringer with A.G.&E. Pgs. 165-216
                     What’s a Nuke? Pgs. 29-43

NEWSLETTERS
Folder 15) C.A.U.S.E. Presents
                    Censorship News - Feb. 1980
                    Chesapeake Energy Alliance
                    Clamshell Alliance
                    Detox News - Feb. 1981
                    Diablo Gate
                    The Energy Daily - Feb. 18, 1982
                    Groundswell - 1984
                    The Japan Council against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs - Jul. 26, 1985
                    Know News for Seniors - 1981-1982
                    Natural Resources Defense Council - 1982-1983
                    NRDC Newsline - 1983-1984
                    Nuclear Issues - Oct. 1, 1982
                    PRIEE News - 1982
                    Sun Times - Spring 1985
                    Wave and Other Clean Energy - Jun. 1984
                    ? What’s Happening to Our Country?

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
Folder 16) 1980-1989

PAMPHLETS
Folder 17) All-Atomic Comics - Apr. 1980
                      The Campaign to Stop Government Spying, “Surveillance of Nuclear Power Opponents”
                      Commonwealth of PA, “Governor Dick Thornburgh’s Proposal to Finance the Cleanup of TMI” - Jul. 1981
                      The C.S. Fund - 1983
                      Foundation for National Progress, “Radiation on the Job”
                      Narmic, “Atoms for Peace, Atoms for War”
BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS (cont.)

PAMPHLETS (cont.)
N.J. SANE, “Do You Still Really Believe that Nuclear Power is Clean, Economical, and Safe?”

PRESS RELEASES
Folder 18) Dauphin County Commissioners Office - undated
Governor’s Press Office
Mar. 30, 1979
Jul. 12, 1979
Naruc News - Mar. 3, 1982
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mar. 26, 1984
Mar. 27, 1984
Mar. 28, 1984
Mar. 29, 1984
Public Interest Law Center of Philadelphia - Mar. 19, 1980

PUBLICATIONS
Folder 19) ALERT - Mar. 1981
B.A.N.G. Notes - Summer 1984
The CAS Advocate - Mar. 1981
Hot Times - Mar.-Apr. 1980
The Machinist - Dec. 1980
March on Harrisburg - Mar. 28, 1981
The Network - Nov. 1, 1980
Folder 20) No Nuclear News - 1979-1984
Folder 21) Nuclear Times - Oct. 1982
People’s Anti-War Mobilizer - Jun. 1981
SEA Alliance News - Jan./Feb. 1981
The Union Advocate - 1980-1983
WIN Magazine - Spring-Fall 1979

STATEMENTS
Folder 22) Dauphin County Commissioners Office, Statement before National Association of State Insurance Commissioners - undated
Lee, Malcolm, Statement by aide to Arlen Spector - undated
Concerned Mothers of Middletown - Dec. 16, 1983
GPU, Public hearing by Senator Spector - Dec. 16, 1983
NRC, Remarks by William J. Dircks - Dec. 16, 1983
Shumaker, Senator John, Statement on TMI - Mar. 28, 1985
BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS (cont.)
STATEMENTS (cont.)
Folder 22) Thornburgh, Governor Richard
 Remarks on TMI Cleanup - Jul. 9, 1981
 Remarks before NRC - Aug. 19, 1984

SERIES 7 - SCHOLARLY PAPERS AND OFFICIAL STUDIES

Scholarly Papers and Official Studies consist of manuscripts, drafts, and official reports of various essays and research papers on topics having to do with the accident at Three Mile Island. The papers are arranged in alphabetical order by author’s last name with unidentified authors coming first.

SERIES INVENTORY

BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

SCHOLARLY PAPERS AND OFFICIAL STUDIES
Folder 23) Unidentified authors
 “Articles of Incorporation of Virginia Solar Council”
 “Central Pennsylvanians Criticise TMI Licensing Process”
 “Published Findings Related to the Management Competence of Metropolitan Edison Co.”
 “A Report to the TMI Community” - Mar. 27, 1980
 Report of the Nuclear Risk Concepts Committee
Folder 24) Alliance of American Insurers
 “Nuclear Power, Safety & Insurance Issues of the 1980’s: The Insurance Industry’s Viewpoint”
 Cohen, Henry and Janice E. Rubin
 “Applicability of Federal Antitrust Law to Refusal to Sell Nuclear Property Insurance to Persons Other than Nuclear Plants” - Oct. 17, 1980
 Creamer, Robert
 “Fundraising and Local Community Organizations”
 Ertel, Allen
 “Reasonable Electric Rates for Pennsylvania” - Aug. 3, 1982
 Federal Insurance Administration
 “Sensitivity Analysis of the Three Mile Island Incident” - Spring 1979
 Peoples’ Movement
 “Nuclear Technology and Human Rights”
Folder 25) Pollock, Richard P.
SCHOLARLY PAPERS AND OFFICIAL STUDIES (cont.)
Folder 26) Pollock, Richard P.
   “TMI Citizen Action Report” (cont.)
Folder 27) Sandman, Peter M.
   “Holding Your Volunteers”
Sholly, Steve
   “Lessons Lost: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
   Development of the TMI Action Plan”
Smith, Wilbur
   “A Critique of: An Independent Assessment of Evacuation
   Times for TMI Power Plant”
Del Tredici, Robert
   “The People of Three Mile Island”
Walsh, Edward J.
   “Resource Mobilization Theory and the Dynamics of Local Anti-
   Nuclear Coalition Formation in the Wake of the TMI Accident”

SERIES 8 - JOURNAL AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES

The Journal and Magazine Articles series contains published materials from
academic/scholarly journals and magazines that were collected by members of PIRC. Items are
arranged in alphabetical order by title of the journal or magazine; multiple articles from the same
source are then arranged by date.
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JOURNAL AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES
Folder 28) American Journal of Public Health
   “A Role for Public Health in the Nuclear Age.” Alfred Yankauer.
   Vol. 72, num. 3. Mar. 1982
The Amicus Journal
   “The Bureaucrat’s Anti-Christ.” Denis Hayes. Winter 1982
   “Losing Ground.” Dwight Holing. Winter 1986
Business Week
   “An End to Hopson’s Labyrinth.” Dec. 8, 1945
CALC Report
The Churchman
   Aug./Sep. 1979
BOX 4 - TMI-PIRC (cont.)

JOURNAL AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES (cont.)

Folder 28) Critical Mass Bulletin
- “What’s Mishappening at TMI?” UCS
- “Nuclear Follies.” James Cook. Feb. 11, 1985

Citizen Involvement in the Local Budget Process

Inside N.R.C.
- Special Issue - Jan. 11, 1982
- Vol. 4, No. 2 - Jan. 25, 1982

Forbes
- “Nuclear Follies.” James Cook. Feb. 11, 1985

Nation’s Business

New Age
- “TMI Three Years Later.” Harvey Wasserman. Mar. 1982

Folder 29) The New Yorker
- Entire Issue – Apr. 6, 1981

Nucleonics Week
- Vol. 24, No. 44 – Nov. 1, 1984
- Vol. 25, No. 47 – Nov. 22, 1984

Prevention

The Progressive
- “Nuclear Power: Uninsurable.” Herbert S. Denenberg

Psychology Today

River Valley Voice
- “45 Seconds to Meltdown.” Chris Nord

Scientific American
- “The Disposal of Radioactive Wastes from Fission Reactors.”

Science
- “Letters to the Editor.” Vol. 222

Sierra

WIN
SERIES 9 - ARTIFACTS

The Artifacts series contains one item: a t-shirt from the “Stop the Restart” campaign, which was organized by a committee of members from PIRC. More materials regarding this campaign can be found in Series 3 - Committees of this collection.
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ARTIFACTS
  Item 01) “Stop the Restart” t-shirt

This collection register was prepared by Regan Winn, March 2002.